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EXPO is a great day out
for business.
Book your
exhibition
space now.
We look forward to welcoming you
to the brightest B2B events in your
region.
Exhibiting with Hashtag Events is a
proven way to grow your business.
There is nothing better that letting
your customers meet you and doing
business in person and there isn’t an
easier or more cost effective way to
win and develop new business than
attending one of our events.
We pride ourselves on being easy to
work with and delivering outstanding
return on your investment to exhibit.
Hashtag
Events
are
helping
businesses to generate substantial
sales of new business for our
exhibitors all year round.
That is just part of our story however.
We can help you produce more sales
leads than most other sales methods
but by meeting your prospects
in person on day one of the sales
cycle we actually help you to grow
a pipeline and accelerate the sales

process.
Even in the electronic era, we still like
to do business with people.
Even when data and email marketing
is king you’re more likely to secure a
deal with a one to one meeting at an
exhibition.
When business and finance is tricky
exhibitions work harder for your
business budget and you generate
sales whilst building your brand,
launching products, scoping out
the market, building your leads and
prospect database and keeping your
existing clients on side.
Our ethos of delivering a great event,
in a single day, under one roof at
an affordable price continues with
stands and exhibiton space available
at great prices.
We’ll have a stunning line up of world
class speakers as well as innovative
new ways to network and connect
with the region’s movers and shakers.

As ever with our events, tickets to
attend as a delegate are completely
free and once again we’ll be able to
offer free parking and easy access to
all on the big day.
Booking is essential as stands always
sell out well in advance of the event
and everything you need to know to
pick and book your stand is contained
in this booklet.
We’re proud to support the SME’s of
the region and we thank all of you for
your interest whether you’re thinking
of exhibiting for the very first time or
a seasoned professional.
We’re committed to excellence so if
you have any questions please drop
us a line anytime.
Hashtag Events.

What to
expect at
EXPO?
Event on one site
Free parking & easy public
transport
Value for money event
Space at a great price
Variable Sized Spaces available
Premium spaces available

Keep your costs of attending
low
Hire tables & cloths if needed
FREE Event App for delegates to
reach you

Amazing social media coverage
Day before setup available
Friendly events team

Extensive event marketing and
PR

Testimonials
“We attend expos around the UK, simply because they are so well run, attracting good numbers of business prospects who are there with a view to doing
business.” - Mike Lever – British Sales Trainer of the Year
“As Network Director for 4Networking I exhibit and speak at a lot of business events in England, Scotland and Wales. What I love about the events that Exposure
are involved in is firstly that they are, without fail, exceptionally well organised and secondly that the team are constantly visible and on hand. “ - Stefan
Thomas – Trainer, Speaker & Coach | Author of Amazon Bestseller Business Networking for Dummies
“super friendly, organised and focused organisers who have great capacity for organising large events and making sure everybody’s needs are being catered for,
including speakers (me), audience and stall holders” - Fin Wycherley – Social Media Trainer, Strategist & Manager at Supersize Media
“experienced and professional, the organisation of the events is first class. The calibre of attendees excellent. The speakers well selected and informative. They
really know how to stage an event of value” - Carol Griffiths – Sales Systems & Business Growth
“It was worth every penny of our investment, as I secured new Clients direct from the shows and made some very profitable new Connections through the
Networking that takes place.” - Colin McKeand – Business Networking Training
“It takes a lot to organise a successful event the team have got this off to a fine art!” - Angela Dawson – Freelance Executive Assistant
“Over the years I have found their work to be excellent. They are well organised and disciplined in all they do delivering a first class service. I have no hesitation in
recommending them” - Philip Pugh – Director of Sales at Adept Communications and Technology
“They have built up a first class business event company which now has a national footprint. Their calm and friendly approach to the business is key to its
success.” - Andy Barker – Writer and PR man at Results Network

Frequently Asked Questions....

Everything you want to know but were afraid to ask.
How big is my exhibition area?
Your space is marked on the floorplan.
Check this for exact stand size.
Do I get anything included with my
space?
We provide you with only the
exhibition space, however you can
rent a table or cloth as well as power
outlets if required.

is usually at least 2.4 metres high
unless otherwise stated. Please check
with the organisers for ceiling height
restrictions.
What type of flooring is there?
The floor is often carpeted, however,
under no circumstances can anything
be affixed to the floor at any time.

Is Wi-Fi provided?

What size tables do you
provide?

This can vary in different areas but

Power is NOT included as standard.
If required we can supply a socket to
your stand position but the charge
will be £15 per socket plus vat and
this must be pre-ordered.

No. You can only use preordered, pre-paid and PAT
tested and certified outlets
we provide.

You must pre-book any
extras before the event, we
regret we cannot add items
on the day.

Is there a height restriction for my
exhibition space?

Is a power outlet provided?

Can I plug my kit into
outlets at the venue?

Do I need to book any
extras or can I get them on
the day?

If you reserve and pay for a
table and cloth we provide standard
trestle tables which are usually about
1.8 metres long and 90cm deep.

pillar. Nothing can be affixed outside
your exhibition area.

Can I stick my marketing materials
to the wall?
Nothing can be permanently stuck,
nailed or attached to any walls in the
venue. You can use Blu-tak or any
other non-permanent sticky pads to
temporarily adhere posters or flyers
to walls if exhibiting against a wall or

Venues cannot guarantee
connectivity for WiFi. It may or
may not be available and we
recommend that you make
your own independent provision for
internet access if you require it.
What differentiates a Premium and
Standard Exhibition Area?
For most it is down to location.
Premium stands are often in areas
of high traffic, high visibility or have
larger exhibition spaces.
How many people can we have on
our stand?
There is no limit, you can bring as
many as you choose.
Do you provide name badges?
We provide all your registered staff
with a name badge. We do not
provide name badges for delegates.
If you forget to register someone or

need to make changes then blank
badges will be available for you on
the day.

How do I book an exhibition space?
Just complete the simple form
attached or visit our website to book
your stand.

Do you provide a shell scheme?
In certain areas there are back walls
and some end of row panels where
you can design and print promotional
materials to stick to the shell wall
with non permanent non marking
adhesives. However there is NOT a full
shell scheme.
Can you provide some invitations
for me to send out?
We will provide you with an email
marketing template to send to your
clients and contacts and we’ll also
provide some pre-printed invitation
cards if you’d like to mail something
out.

Once I have booked is my space
secured?
You need to make sure that you
make full payment within 7 days
of booking or your space may be
released as we usually have a waiting
list for spaces.
Is my choice of space guaranteed?
We try not to move any chosen and
allocated spaces, however on rare
occassions we may have to move you
to an alternative space. Check our
terms and conditions for full details.
Can I park close to the venue?

Do you provide refreshments and a
meal to Exhibitors?
We provide both a cafe and a trolley
service to exhibitors as well as prebooked packed lunches. You can
order your chosen refreshments for
delivery on the day. Food and drink
are not included and operate a cash
bar basis.

We provide space as close to the
venue as we can and these spaces
are allocated on a first come first
served basis, so book early to avoid
disappointment.
Can we attend the seminars?
Yes of course ! We’d love you to
participate in anything that’s going
on on the day.

Can we pay for extra advertising on
the day?
We’re able to offer advertising in the
event guide, you can insert leaflets
in to every delegate pack or you can
have your literature distributed to
each seminar attendee, just ask us for
details.
What sponsorship opportunities do
you have?
We offer main event sponsorship
as well as area branding, email
marketing, signage, event guide and
bag sponsorship. For details and to
find the right package to suit your
budget, just drop us a line.
For any other query, please contact
us. Full details are provided on our
website.

The Expo in Numbers
We’ve gathered together all the information we collect from our attendees who book tickets to attend events in the last 12
months and we have all the key figures and useful information to help you decide to exhibit;

Event Price List and Charges
all prices are inclusive

Exhibition Space
We have introduced standard pricing across all floors for this event.
Check the floorplans and identify your preferred space and then you can calculate the total cost. The
exhibition space does not include any furniture, power or extras.
Prices exclude VAT
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Standard Space (3m x 1.5m) - £150.00
Premium Space (3m x 1.5m) - £200.00
Directory Entry & live hyperlink - £25.00
Sponsors banner in event app - £100.00

Extras for your space
Day rental of table and cloth - £15.00
Provision of Power Outlet - £15.00

Event Guide Advertising Rates
Event Guide Advertisements, handed to every exhibitor, sponsor and attendee on the day.
1/4 Page A4 Advertisement - £85.00
1/2 Page A4 Advertisement - £150.00
Full Page A4 Advertisement - £250.00

Terms and Conditions of Exhibiting
valid from 1st January 2016
“The Event” - The exhibition, seminar,
meeting or onference.
“The Organiser” - The event is organised
and promoted by Hashtag Events
“The Exhibitor” - Any company or person
ordering display space at the event.
1. Stand Application/Allocation
The Exhibitor/Sponsor must apply for
a stand by signing, completing and
returning the stand booking form
immediately to the organiser.
Stands are assigned subject to availability.
The organiser reserves the right at any
time to re-arrange the stand layout or
allocation and compensation will not be
given.

extreme weather conditions, acts of war
or violence, malicious damage, explosion,
earthquake, strike, civil disturbances,
political unrest, riot, labour dispute,
power cuts or any other cause beyond
the organiser’s control; or if the organiser
for any other reason deems it necessary
or advisable.
In such cases, the exhibitor waives any
and all claims he might have against
the organiser for refunds, damages or
expenses. In the event that the event is
cancelled by the organiser for commercial
reasons such as lack of support then all
sums paid by the exhibitor for the stand
will be refunded.

with the structure of the stand, including
carpets, lights and surrounding areas and
must ensure that nails are not used.
Failure to conform with this provision
will render the exhibitor liable for any
damage incurred.
The organiser reserves the right to remove
any materials or literature considered to
be of an obscene or objectionable nature
and remove any exhibit it considers to be
unsafe. Compensation will not be given.
In case of any dispute, the organiser’s
decision is final.

The exhibitor agrees that under these
circumstances he will have no further
claims against the organiser.

The exhibitor shall make good, indemnify
and hold both the organiser harmless for
any damage to the shell, scheme or the
premises by the exhibitor, his agents,
contractors or employees.

2. Payment

5.Removal of Exhibits

7. Equipment

Payment is due within seven days of
the date of invoice. If you fail to make
payment in accordance with these terms
and conditions the organisers may cancel
your booking without notice.

No exhibit can be dismantled, packed
away or removed until the event has
terminated.

Any electrical equipment or appliances
which the exhibitor proposes to use for
the event requires a current Portable
Appliance Test (P.A.T.) Certificate.

If your booking is cancelled for breach of
this term you agree to pay the organisers
an administration fee of £100 plus VAT
unless your booking is cancelled within
28 days of the date of the event for
breach of this term then you agree to pay
a lost opportunity fee equivalent to the
full invoice value.
3. Exhibitor Cancellation
No refunds are
cancellations.

available

for

any

If you cancel your booking for any
reason you agree to pay the organisers
an administration fee of £100 plus VAT
unless your booking is cancelled within
28 days of the date of the event for
breach of this term then you agree to pay
a lost opportunity fee equivalent to the
full invoice value.
4.Change of Date or Venue / Event
Cancellation
The organisers reserve the right at any
time to change the date and/or venue of
the event or to cancel it altogether if they
deem it necessary by reason of fire, flood,

The exhibitor must ensure that all
exhibits are removed from the premises
by 6.30pm on the day of the event.
Failure to do so may render him liable for
all costs incurred in storing and handling
the said exhibits together with additional
site rental costs imposed by the venue
and/or their contractors.
No exhibitor may dismantle, pack up
or abandon their space prior to the
advertised closure time.
Any exhibitor in breach of this
requirement agrees to pay an early
departure fee of £100 plus VAT.
6. Display/Stand Design
The event will be open to visitors during
the times advertised and the exhibitor
must ensure that his stand is ready at
least one hour prior to the opening of the
event. Stands must be fully staffed at all
times.
The exhibitor may place promotional
material and merchandise on the stand
walls but are only permitted to use
removable adhesive fittings.
The exhibitor must not alter or tamper

All stands, fittings and materials which the
exhibitor proposes to use for the event
must be fire-retardant in accordance with
the appropriate legislation.
The organisers reserve the right to
require the exhibitor to remove anything
from its stand which is not appropriately
certified or which it deems unsuitable, in
its absolute discretion.
The exhibitor will indemnify the organiser
against all actions, costs, claims and
demands in respect of any breach of the
provisions of this clause.
8. Subletting
No part or whole of any site may be sublet
by the exhibitor without the prior written
permission of the organisers.
9. Canvassing
Canvassing for orders and the distribution
or display of printed materials, except by
the exhibitor within the venue building is
strictly prohibited.
10. Disturbances
The exhibitor must ensure that any sound
coming from his stand is kept to a volume

that does not cause any annoyance to
other exhibitors.
In case of any dispute, the organiser’s
decision is final.
11. Health & Safety
Electrical equipment; Hashtag Events
has a reasonable expectation that the
electrical equipment brought onsite by
exhibitors is intrinsically safe and suitable
for use.
All exhibitors are expected to satisfy this
through their own checks (e.g. portable
appliance testing, visual inspections)
and health and safety precautions where
necessary.
Hashtag Events accept no responsibility
for the correct use and installation of
such equipment and reserve the right to
prevent the use of electrical equipment
considered unsafe.
Exhibitors are requested not to overload
sockets and to have consideration
of other exhibitors using the same
temporary electricity supply so as not to
trigger any electrical fuses.
Mechanical equipment; Hashtag Events
has a reasonable expectation that any
mechanical equipment brought onsite by
exhibitors is intrinsically safe and suitable
for use, including fold-out displays,
stands, lighting rigs, tables, chairs etc..
All exhibitors are expected to satisfy this
through their own checks (e.g. visual
inspections, testing, training) and health
and safety precautions where necessary.
Hashtag Events accept no responsibility
for the correct use and installation of
such equipment and reserve the right to
prevent the use of mechanical equipment
considered unsafe.
Food hygiene and safety; Hashtag
Events has a reasonable expectation
that all food and drink brought on
site by exhibitors for promotional
gifts, demonstrations etc. is safe for
consumption in accordance with relevant
food hygiene standards.
This includes but is not limited to hot
drinks, alcoholic drinks, sweets and
confectionery, raw and cooked meats.

Awareness of potential food allergies
caused by ingredients within such food
items is encouraged. Hashtag Events
accept no responsibility for promotional
or demonstration food and drink brought
by exhibitors and reserve the right to
prevent the distribution of foodstuffs
considered unsafe.
Generic health & safety; Hashtag Events
makes best efforts to ensure the health
and safety of exhibitors and attendees is
protected at its Expos by undertaking site
specific health & safety risk assessments
beforehand and working with the venue
to make sure fire precautions, welfare
facilities and general environment are
acceptable.
The potential hazards considered include;
• slips, trips and falls (potentially caused
by trailing cables, tablecloths and boxes
lying untidily on the floor, as well as on
poor ground surfaces and stairs);
• manual handling of heavy items;

The organiser shall not be liable to
the exhibitor for loss of profit, loss
of business or depletion of goodwill
in each case whether direct, indirect
or consequential, or any claims or
consequential compensation whatsoever
(howsoever caused) which arise out of
or in connection with the event or these
terms and conditions.
The organisers liability to any exhibitor
shall be limited to the amount paid by the
exhibitor to the organisers in any event.
The organiser shall not be in breach of
this agreement, or liable for any failure or
delay in performance of any obligations
under this agreement arising from or
attributable to acts, events, omissions
or accidents beyond their reasonable
control.
The organiser cannot be held responsible
for any third party including, but not
limited to venues, performers, promoters,
sponsors, exhibitors, artists and speakers.

Nothing in these terms and conditions
excludes or limits or seeks to exclude or
limit the organiser’s liability for death or
• crushing/trapped fingers in folding personal injury caused by its negligence
tables, chairs and equipment;
or under section 2(3) of the Consumer
• scalds (hot liquids, steam) and burns Protection Act 1987 or for fraud or
fraudulent misrepresentation or for any
(hot lights);
matter which would which would render
• electric shock from electrical equipment. this clause unenforceable.
Exhibitors are expected to take all The organiser will not be liable for any
reasonable
precautions
against printing errors appearing in any literature
these common hazards through the associated with the event.
considerate use of equipment, careful
movement through the exhibition space If any part of this agreement is found to
be unenforceable the remainder shall still
and by maintaining a tidy display area.
bind the parties.
Security; Hashtag Events takes all
reasonable steps to ensure the safety
and security of people and belongings
at their Expos, by allowing only named
attendees, exhibitors and staff into the
Expo areas.
• sharps (scissors, knives etc.) used when
opening containers;

Exhibitors are however asked to be
watchful for opportunistic thieves
throughout the duration of the Expo and
to take precautions for the safety of their
personal belongings at all times.
12. Limitation on Liability

Book your stand online now, or fill in the
booking form in this pack and return it to
us as soon as possible.
hello@hashtag-events.co.uk
0757 2389217

